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ABSTRACT: 1 develop an econometric mode! af oligopoly with product differentiation to analyze
internationalprice discrimination by manufacturers in the European car market. Existing studies
cannotformally identify cross-country differences in the cost of operating in the various countriesfrom
differences in markups. My study essentially obtains identification through dataon market structure.
In a unified framework, three sources of internationalprice discrimination are considered: price
e[asticities, import quota regimes and collusion. The datareveal that the,~rst two sources ezplain the
high prices in France and Italy. The very high prices in the United Kingdom may follow eitherfrom
high operating costs (e.g. due to systematically high dealer rnarkups) or from a high degree of
collusion among car manufacturers.
An earlier version of this paper was part of my Ph. D. dissertation at the University of Toronto. I benefited from helpful
conunents from Steve Berry, Mel Fuss, Nancy Gallini, Penny Goldberg, Shane Greenstein, Arie Kapteyn, Yehuda Kotowitz,
Jim Levinsohn, attd Angelo Melino. Many thanks also to the Centrum voor Economische StudiBn az the K.U.I.euven for
providing rne with research facílities during part of this study.1. Introduction
Large differences in car prices have been a persistent phenomenon in the European
Community. Although these differences have somewhat diminished during the past decade, they
remain quite large, and they are not likely to disappear in the neaz future. Flam (1992) reports current
differences - net of taxes - of up to 92 percent for the same car type. Mertens and Ginsburgh (1985)
and Ginsburgh (1992) construct a quality-adjusted price indez for the whole industry, and find that
the general car price level in Belgium, France, Germany, [taly and the United Kingdom varies up to
30 percent. These observed large price differences indicate that considerable market segmentation in
the European car market continues to exist, despite efforts by the Community to lower transport costs
and other arbitrage costs associated with cross-border trade. Yet, given that it is still feasible for car
producers to charge different prices in the vazious national markets, the question remains what makes
these practices desirablefrom a profit-maximizing perspective. Do car producers face different costs
of operating in the various markets? Or, alternatively, do firms chazge different tnarkups and engage
in international price discrimination?
This paper develops a framework to empirically answer these questions. I adopt an oligopoly
model with product differentiation and multi-product price-setting firtns. The resulting equilibrium
pricing equation constitutes the basic equation to be estimated, jointly with the demand equation. It
reveals that the price of each car type in each market equals its rnarginal cost plus a markup over
marginal cost. The markup depends on three factors: on the price elasticities as generated by the model
of product differentiation, on the possible presence of an import quota against the firm selling the car
type, and on the degree of collusive behavior. These three factors are at the same time then three
possible sources for international price discrimination.
The specific model ofproduct differentiation chosen is a version of the nested logit model. It
starts from basic assumptions about consumer preferences: one on an individual consumer's indirect
utility function, the other on the distribution of the parameters of this utility function across the total
market. These assumption.s generate plausible substitution patterns, allowing for a localized notion of2
market. These assumptions generate plausible substitution patterns, allowing for a localized notion of
competition. Several observed physical characteristics, such as horsepower and size, enter the demand
equation of each car type and may affect the price elasticities. The same physical characteristics may
also affect marginal cost. An error term, representing unobserved (to the econometrician) car
characteristics, enters both the pricing and the demand equation. Unfortunately, [he error terms
generally enter the equations in a nonlineaz way. Moreover, in equilibrium, car sales and prices are
correlated with the error terms. To resolve these estimation issues, I follow a two-step method recently
proposed by Berry (1993) and applied to the American car market by Berry, Levinsohn and Pakes
(1993). First, I transform the pricing and demand equation such that the error terms enter linearly.
Second, I choose appropriate instrumental variables that aze interacted with the error terms to estimate
the equilibritun pricing equation, jointly with the transformed demand equation.
The paper assumes that the European car market is entirely segmented into its national
markets. Formally speaking, the cross-price elasticity of demand for any domestically sold car is zero
with respect to any car sold abroad. An assumption of prohibitive consumer arbitrage costs generaces
this outcome. Although this assumption is rather extreme, various regulations indicate that substantial
arbitrage costs exist: the requirement of national approval of each new car type and of national
registration, and especially the legally protected exclusive dealerships throughout the Community.
[ have collected data on prices, sales and physical characteristics of all car types sold in 1990
in five European countties: Belgium, France, Germany, Italy and the United Kingdom. The data
reveal that ínternational price discrimination, as measured by cross-country differences in markups
over marginal costs, accounts for an important part of the observed price differences in the European
car market.
The results of the paper are encouraging and make advances on various fronts. First, the
empirical results contribute to our knowledge of the European car market In a unified framework,
the possible sources of international price discrimination are considered: cross-country differences in
price elasticities, in quota regimes and in collusive behavior. Studies of the European car market at3
the level of the individual product have been scarce. The few studies that are available only partially
address some of the questions that are posed in this paper.'
5econd, the theoretical model developed in this paper takes into account several complexities
that have not been explicitly treated in Berry (1991). The incorporated complexities aim to conform
to the peculiarities of the European car industry, while keeping the econometric methods
computationally tractable. 1 will state the most important innovations here. (1) A nested logit model
with multiple dimensions is developed to allow for plausible substitution parameters and a localized
notion of competition in the European car mazket. (2) Price entets utility in a flexible way, with
important implications for the implied price elasticities and markups. (3) The pricing behavior of
multiproduct firms, rather than single product firms, is explicitly treated. (4) The possibility of
collusive pricing behavior, as opposed to unilateral pricing behavior, is explicitly considered. Berry,
L,evinsohn and Pakes (1993) and Goldberg (1993) consider some of these complexities.2 However,
they do not derive a closed-fotm solution for the pricing and demand equations. As a result, their
econometric methods become computationally less tractable, and the connection between the
equilibrium equations and the empirical results becomes somewhat less transparent.
The paper is organized as follows. Section2 presents the various chazacteristics ofthe national
markets and establishes the ezistence of significant price differences in the European caz market from
the construction of a"hedonic" price index. Section 3 develops the oligopoly model with product
differentiation that is taken to the data. Section 4 discusses the econometric methods and the data.
Section 5 provides and interprets the empirical results. Conclusions and suggested extensions follow
in section 6.
2. The strudure of the European car market and the hedonic price index
Before developing and estimating a model of oligopoly behavior to systematically explain the
obsetved price differences, it is useful to first have a look at the European car market using traditional4
approaches. Table I reveals several tnajor differences across the various markets in 1990. Cost
conditions seem to vary widely due to differences in the rates of taxation (14 percent in Getmany,
twice as high in France; special luxury taxes for large cars in Belgium and Italy), and due to
differences in hourly wages (wages vary from 9.7 ECU~ttour in the United Kingdom to 23.6
ECUlttour in Getmany). In addition, the different levels of concentration and internationalization
suggest different degrees of market power. Belgium has the lowest concentration indices, no domestic
producer, and a high rate of Japanese penetration. The Belgian market thus seems relatively
competitive; firms ezercise only moderate market power over price. The other markets are all
characterized by relatively large concentration indices, have major domestic producers, and limited
lapanese penetration. Especially France and Italy seem subject to significantiy reduced competition,
according to traditionalindicators.
Do price differences across the various markets reflect these differences in costs,
concentration, and internationalization? To compare prices across the whole product~ifferentiated
industry, a"hedonic" price indez may be constructed. This is a price index that adjusts for product
quality differences as measured by observed physical characteristics. Griliches (1971), for example,
constructed such an index to study price changes over time in the American car market. More related
to the present study, Mertens and Ginsburgh (1985) constructed a hedonic price index to compare
quality-adjusted price differences across five European markets. To construct a hedonic price index,
assume that the price of a carj in market m, p~, is a function of its observed physical characteristics,
a vector w~,,,. To confonn to previous studies take the following functional form:
p~-ew,.ti.;. (1)
An error term ~~ captures the part of the price of car j in market m that cannot be attributed to the
observed physical characteristics, w~. Assume ~~ can be decomposed into an error term specific
to the market m in which it is sold but identical for all cars j, and an error tet~tt specific to both the
tnarket m attd the car j. That is:5
~T - wT . ~~ (Z)
Equations (1) and (2) constitute a fixed effects model. The parameters can be estimated with a simple
ordinary least squares regression, using a dummy vaziable approach to estimate the market-specific
fixed effects ~m. The estimated fixed effects mm allow the construction of the hedonic price index
mentioned above.
The estimation results for 1990 are summarized in table [I. Prices used are list prices net of
taxes and are converted to ECU's using the average market exchange rate in 1990. The fixed effects
are estimated for [he four markets France, Germany, Italy and the United Kingdom, relative to the
fifth market Belgium. The vector of physical characteristics, wp,,, consists of two parts. First, there
is a list of continuously measured, technical characteristics: horsepower, weight, width and height.
Second, there is a list of dummy variables to iden[ify possible characteristics specific to the car's
country of origin. The estimated parameters aze generally consistent with previous hedonic studies,
in particular with Mertens and Ginsburgh's (1985) study for the same five countries. All technical
characteristics have precisely estimated parameters of the ezpected sign, in both specifications. The
country-of-origin dummies have similar qualitative effects as found by Mertens and Ginsburgh.
Especially German cars are higher priced relative to "o[her", mainly Eastern European cars. An
interaction dummy variable indicates that foreign firms do not generally chazge lower prices than the
domestíc firms. Note that the country-of-origin effects are not inconsistent with the wage differences
listed in Table I.
The estimated fixed effects show that prices in 1990 for cars wi[h identical physical
characteristics are significantly higher in Getmany and especially Italy and the United Kingdom than
in Belgium and France. The estimated fized effects suggest the firms' ability to chazge different prices
for identical cars, as already emphasized by Mertens and Ginsburgh. Thus, there must be substantial
arbitrage costs leading to a segmentation of the European car market into its various national markets.
This finding is summarized in Table III, presenting the hedonic price indez, constructed from the
estimated fixed effects.'6
It is tempting to relate the hedonic price index to the sttvcture of the European car market
discussed above. In Belgium, the low cottcentration and high international penetration suggest intense
competition. Correspondingly, the price level is relatively low. The other markets are substantially
more concentrated, and experience less competition from abroad. This is reflected in a higher price
index for Getmany and especially for Italy and the United Kingdom. The relatively low price level
in France, despite its concentrated market structure, is puzzling. It may be the consequence of a lower
cost of operating in this market, e.g. because of low dealer markups or a particular government
policy. The fairly high price level in the United Kingdom, relative to France and Germany (with
similar concentration and internationalization indicators), is also puzzling. It may follow from a high
cost of operating in this market.
Mertens and Ginsburgh (1985) made similar attetnpts to relate the hedonic price index to the
structure of the European car market. However, they conclude their paper with the warning (p. 165):
Clearly a careful study of the various price elasticities in these countries would help in
interpreting the results, as would a deeper analysis of product differentiation. The paper does
not examine whether price differentials originate in deliberate international producer
discrimination policies, or whether this situation is the consequence of collusion among local
dealers.
What is needed to more fully understand the observed price differences, is a model that explicitly
considers the pricing decisions of the car manufacturers. For example, Rosen (1974) considers a
perfectly competitive model with price taking firms and shows that the hedonic pricing equation
results. Hence, one tnay interpret the hedonic pricing equation as a marginal cost function.' This
would generate the following strict interpretation of the estitnated fixed effects: they indicate that the
marginal costs ofoperating were lowest in Belgium and France, and significantly higher in Gemiatty
and especially Italy and the United Kingdom. This interpretation of observed price differences is
theoretically consistent, and indeed, in a recent study Kirman and Schueller (1990) argue that
substantial cost differences between countries do exist. However, an explanation that is solely based
on cost differences is at least suspect. The cross-country differences in concentration and
intet-nationali7ation emphasized above suggest that firms may be charging different tnarkups over~
marginal costs, engaging in international price discrimination. To consider this possibility, a model
of oligopoly behavior is required. The next section develops such a model, covering the competitive
interpretation of the hedonic pricing equation as a special case. This allows us to empirically
investigate whether the data support a pure cost-side interpretation of the observed price differences
in the Community, or whe[her, in addition, international price discrimination is present.
3. An oligopoly model for the European car market
This section develops an econometrically tractable model of oligopoly behavior that captures
the essential characteristics of the European car market. The model makes it possible to investigate
whether the observed cross-country price differences are due to systematic differences in the cost of
operating or due to differences in markups. To the extent tha[ differences in markups are important,
it can be said that international price discrimination is present. The model with its extensions allows
for three causes of cross-country differences in markups: (1) differences in price elasticities due to
product differentiation, (2) differences in quota regimes and (3) differences in the degree ofcollusive
behavior.
The first subsection develops the car types' equilibrium pricing equation, and shows how the
price of each car can be decomposed into its marginal cost and a markup over marginal cost. The
second subsection discusses the nature of product differentiation and the implied price elasticities, and
theír role in the equilibrium markups. The third and fourth subsections introduce quota constraints
and collusive behavior, and their respective roles in the markups.
.ï.l. Pricing
There are F multiproduct car manufacturers operating in five national markets. In a market
m a firm f produces Kr,,, car types, with Jm-ErI{~, the total number of car types in the market m. Firm8
fs profit in market m is:
~,~, P,e„
IIA„ - Lt.~ ~ 1 tdT - mca. ' 9n.~~~~P~~... ,pi.~
(3)
where mcro„ denotes car type k's rnarginal cost in mazket m, and qe„ denotes aggrega[e demand for
car type k in market m. It is assumed that qói is a function of the car type's own price and of the
price of its competitors sold in the same market. The price of car types sold in other markets dces
not enter qa,. This is based on the assumption of prohibitive arbitrage costs to consumers, as will be
shown in the next subsection.
The variable d,,,, common to all car types sold in the same market, captures the percentage
deviation of the list price pm, from the actual price received by the firm. Assume that d,o consists of
an observable and an unobservable (to the econometrician) component, i.e.
1. dT -~1 t t,~) .~1 t r~~ (4)
The observable component t,,, is the tax rate imposed by the national government. The unobservable
component, rm, includes a variety of elements such as market-average dealer markups,' errors in
measured tax rates or unmeasured temporary exchange rate fluctuations.
Assuming each firm f in market m sets the price of every car it marke[s to maximize profits,
the following Jm first-order conditions, for j-1,...,K~, and f-1,...,F, hold in each market m:
~~ ( IP~T - mcc„ I - aqb,~iTá~~ ... .Pi„~ t 9~p~'p~' . .. ,P~~~ ' 1 tdT - fl
(5)
l J P;T
Taken together, these J,~ first-order conditions constitute a Bertrand-Nash equilibrium. Defining
~„--dch,,,l8p~ if k and j are produced by the same firm, and A~-O otherwise, write the first-order
conditions that hold in market m in vector notation:
- 0,~ . I 1{d - pT - rnc,~ I t 1}d ' 9. - fl (6)9
where ~m is a 1 by 1 matrix, and pm, mcm and qo, are J by 1 tnatrices, and d,o remains the scalaz
defined above. Defining Am' as the inverse J by J matrix of Q,,, we get:
I} dT - p,~ - mcm } 1~ d ' Om~ ' 4m
Let ~y,;' be the j-th 1 by 1 row of 4,;'. We get the following tranformed first-order conditions for
each car j sold in market m:
1} d . p~w - mc„~ t I }d . O;m . q,~ (g)
In words, the equilibrium price of each car j in market m is additively separable in its own marginal
cost, and a markup over marginal cost. These components aze the two possible sources for price
differences across car types and across markets. Both components are discussed in turn.
The functional form of the marginal cost component in equation (8) generalizes (1) and
becomes:
mc~w - ewr, . ;,,, (1),
where wp„ is a vector of physical characteristics of car j in mazket m. The error term ~ , used
before in the hedonic model, now has the economic interpretation of capturing unobserved (to the
econometrician) car characteristics that influence the tnarginal cost of producing car j in tnarket m.
It contains a systematic term specific to the market m in which the car is sold and an unsystematic
term specific to both the market m and car j:
lJlw - fJw } (JJw
The systematic term wm may be the consequence of differences in cost-increasing national regulations,
such as the required used of catalytic converters in Germany. Substitute the ezpression for marginal
cost in the pricing equation to get:lo
l~P,", - ~ - 9.) - ln(1'd,,,) } p.Y } ~~, ' ~;~ (9)
Using (4), and assuming that ln(1 fr~-rm holds approximately, we get:
In(pi~. - Ob„ ~ q.~I - In(1 tr,~ } wi,.1' t tT t r.r~ t~ (10)
The systematic tetms mm ancl r„ aze fixed effects that may be estimated using dummy variables.
Notice, however, that r,~ is not sepazately identified from mm.b The estimated fixed effects, therefore,
cannot be narrowly interpreted as systematic differences in the mazginal costs of producing in the
vazious markets. Rather, they must be interpreted more broadly to include systematic differences in
percentage deviations of the list price from the actual price received by the firms. Hence, the
estimated fixed effects reflect a wide variety of factors causing systematic differences in the "cost of
operating" in the various markets, such as systematic differences in the marginal cost of producing,
differences in the market-average dealer markups, errors in measured tax rates or unmeasured
temporary exchange rate fluctuations.
The mazkup component in equation (8) is crucial to examine the possible presence of
intemational price discrimination in the European car market. The relative mazkup of a car j in
mazket m is
pi,~(1.d,~) - mc~ - 1 .,
I 1}d
-- 0'" q"
Pi," ( ~) piT
Note that the relative markup is inclependent of dm. This is convenient since d,~ depends on rm, which
is, as shown above, not separately identified from ~m. As (11) shows, the relative markup depends
on the demand side of the market only. In the special case in which car j is produced by a one-
product firm, the relative markup 1. ~~~ . q~ contains no cross-demand derivatives and can be
P;,,,
reduced to the well-known form: the inverse of its own-price elasticity. In the general case in which
car j is produced by a multiproduct firm, the relative markup does contain cross-demand derivatives.11
[n this case the relative markup may be said to equal the inverse of some "adjusted" price elasticity.
An extremely simple way to introduce the demand side in order to estimate markups would
be by positing the following pattern of price elasticities: let the own- and cross-price elasticities be
constant and equal for all car types operating in the same market. In this case the relative markups
are also equal for all car types operating in the same market. The pricing equation then can be
reduced to the hedonic pricing equation where the fixed effects now capture systematic markup
differences across the various markets in addition to systematic cost differences. Of course, this
specification is ad hoc, and even more importantly, it cannot identify cost differences ftom markup
differences without imposing further restrictions.' Fortunately, recent theoretical models have
introduced the demand side in oligopoly theory in an economically meaningful way by explicitly
modelling the nature of product differentiation tha[ characterizes the industry.e Bresnahan (1981,
1987) and Berry (1991) have shown how these models can be applied in an econometrically tractable
way. In the next subsection I develop an appropriate model of product differentiation for the European
car market. Essentially, as will be seen, that model obtains identification between cost differences and
markup differences from data on each car type's sales.
.3.2. Aggregate demand
There are Lm potential consumers located in each matket m; the sum of L,,, across the various
national markets, L, constitutes the total market. Each consumer faces the following discrete-choice
problem: either buy one car j in market m at price p~,,,, or buy none. If no car is chosen, an "outside
good" is purchased in one of the markets at a price po,,,. The outside good is a measure of all other
goods to which the consumer budget may be allocated. Its existence guarantees that the total demand
for cars is not perfectly inelastic: a general increase in car prices reduces the total number of cars
purchased because of substitution to the outside good.
Let indirect utility of consumer i from buying car j in market m be:12
u~-ó~ t~~T (12)
This specification shows that indirect utility consists of two parts: a mean-utility part equal for all
consumers, and a random deviation from that mean, , specific to each individual consumer.
Specify the mean utility part b,,, as
ó. - x. s - a ~~,~~ -1 ~ ~ (13)
~. ~~, ~ im
where x~, and ~~~ denote observed and unobserved (to the econometrician) physical characteristics
of car j in market m. The unobserved term ~~ contains a systematic term specific to market m, ~,~,
and an unsystematic term specific to both market m and carj, ~;,,,,. ~;,,, is of a similaz nature as, and
may indeed be correlated to, the tetm of unobserved characteristics affecting marginal cost, ~,r,,.
Notice the flexible way in which price enters the mean utility part9 Traditionally, ~-1, generating
an indirect u[ility that is lineaz in price. The specification in (13) allows for kc 1. For example, if
p approaches 0, the indirect utiliry becomes linear in the logazithm of price. The flezible form of the
price variable will generate flexible price elasticities and relative markups.'a
The distribution of the individual-specific part of utility, d~, crucially detetmines the
functional form of aggregate demand for each carj in market m, and correspondingly the substitution
patterns and relative tnarkups. Generally speaking, the distribution of d;,,, need not be i.i.d. It may
be condiÁOnal on the observed and unobserved characteristics in x~ and ~t„ or on some other physical
chazacteristics. The conditional distribution of v'~ allows a consumer's utility for a specific car j in
market m to be correlated with other cars that have similar characteristics. For example, a consumer
from a large household may have correlated preferences over all large cars. At the aggregate level,
the conditional distribution of v',o generates substitution patterns that allow for a localized notion of
competition: cars with similar characteristics attract consumers with similar tastes for these
chazacteristics, making them "close neighbours" in the product space.
The nested logit model of product differentiation starts from an economically appealing and
still econometrically tractable distribution of d~. Berry outlines a simple vetsion in an oligopoly13
context. I develop here an extended version, to conform to the peculiarities of the European car
market. Assume the set of car types in each market m may be partitioned into Gmf 1 groups,
g-o,1,...Gm. Group 0 is reserved for the outside good. Cazs belonging to the same group have in
common one physical characteristic: class. Assume in addition that each group can be further
partitioned according to country of origin into Ha„ subgroups, h-1,...,HP,,. Specify the individual-
specific part of utility for car j in market m, v'p,,, as:
v~m - ém t e8,~ t(1 -aZ)e;~,~ t (1 -a,)ej,~ (14)
Let the distribution of e'm across all individuals in the European car market take an extremely simple
form: e'm-0 if i is one of the L.,o consumers located in mazket m, and e',~--oc if i is not one of the
Lm consumers located in market m. This assumption says there are prohibitive arbitrage costs of
[ravelling to another market.
The distributions of e'~, e',,~ and e';m are standard to the nested logit model: they have the
unique distribution such that e'a,,, (1-a~e'„a„ -f- (1-a,)e'y,J and e'o„ t(1-a~e',,~ t(1-o,)e'y,J have the
extreme value distribution." As shown by McFadden, we must have 05 az 5 a, 5 1 for [he model
to be consistent with random utility maximization. Note that the distribution of e'g„ f(1-a~e',,~„ t
(I-a,)e'P,J is i.i.d. only if a,-aZ-O. In this case the well-known simple logit model results. In the
general case, the distribution is conditional on two physical characteristics of cars: class and country-
of-origin within a given class. The magnitude of the parameters a, and a2 determine the importance
of these characteristics in the distribution of the individual-specific taste variable. As a, increases,
preferences become correlated across all car types belonging to the same subgroup. When a,
approaches 1, preferences are perfectly correlated across cars types belonging to the same subgroup,
so that cars from the same subgroup become perfect substitutes. Similazly, as a2 increases, preferences
also become correlated across all subgroups belonging to the same group. When aZ approaches a„
preferences are perfectly correlated across the subgroups belonging to the same group, so that
subgroups from the same group become perfect substitutes. Put differently, when a, approaches a,,
preferences are correlated only across car types belonging to the same group; there is no separatela
correlation across car types belonging to the same subgroup, and across subgroups belonging to the
same group. All these alternative possibilities aze testable hypotheses to be taken to the data.
To derive aggregate demand for each car j in market m, consider the well-known formulas
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where D~, and D~ aze defined as:
D ~ Qa,~ci-e,~
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The conditional choice probability sy,,~ is the probability that a consumer buys car j given that he
buys a car from the subgroup hgm. Similarly, sN~ is the probability that a consumer buys from the
subgroup hgm given that he buys from the group gm. Finally, svm is the probability that a consumer
buys from the group gm given that he buys from market m. All these conditional choice probabilities
approximate (observable) aggregate market shares: sy~„ approximates the aggregate share of car j in
its subgroup hgm; sN~ approximates the aggregate shaze of a subgroup hgm in its group gm; s~,m
approximates the shaze of group g ín the market m.
The choice probability sm is the probability that a consumer buys a car from market m. Under
the distributional assumption for e',~, guazanteeing no arbitrage, we have]5
s~ - ~ (15d)
Again, the choice probability sm equals the share of market m in the total tnarket.
Combining all these probabilities, or approximately market shares, gives the aggregate
demand equation for car j in market m:
4im - sim8m ' snigm ' seim ' sm ' L
(18)
Notice that qp„ is a function of the car type's own price and of the price of its competitors sold in the
same market. The price of car types sold in other markets does not enter q~,,,. This follows of course
from the distributional assumption for e'm, guaranteeing no arbitrage. The price elasticities implied
by the demand equation can be easily calculated by taking the appropriate demand derivatives:
Qa~in-o,i ~p ~1n-e,vci-a,~ (D ~i-o,
- ha I ~ . L
~Dtiam~ ~Dsml . L :o ~Dsm~u ~,~ T
a4;~, . Pim w 1 1 1 oz
- aP;m q;m - aP~m f 1-ai - f 1-ai - 1-az S~~m- 1-a2s~sm-a.im
a4~,,, . P;T ,. 1 1
ap;m qt,,, - a P'm 1-o~ - 1-az S~ham . 1 -az s~~em } S~m,
e, ~ aqk~m P;,~ - a ~ az s. t s. ;k m Pim ' iie~ p~ Bp~T qk,,~ 1 -az





where k, k' and k" index cars Ihat respectively belong to the same subgroup, to the same group, and
to a different group. These elasticities show that the intuition for individual preferences carries over
to aggregate demand. This is most clearly illustrated by the pattern of crossprice elasticities:
az16
e~ ze;~.,~ z ey~..m with equality only ifa, - aZ-O. This reflects the localized nature of competition: cars
belonging to the same subgroup or group attract consumers with similaz tastes making them "closer
neighbours" in the product space.
It is useful to consider here how the price elasticities enter the pricing equation derived in the
previous subsection. Recall that the pricing equation consists of two parts: a cost and a markup
cotnponent. Take the simple case of one-product firms so that the relative markups of the car types
equal the invetse of their own-price elasticity." Data on sales, which enter the formula for the own-
price elasticity through the observables sym, sy~„ and sy,,~, aze consequently able to identify
differences in relative markups across car types and across markets from differences in costs. The
greater is the variation in the sales across cars and across tnarkets, the more variation there is in the
price elasticities and relative markups. Note how the parameters a, and a2 interact with the
obsetvables sym, sy~ and sy,,p,,. A high sy,o implies a low own-price elasticity and a high relative
mazkup. In addition, for a,70, a high sy~ implies a low own-price elasticity and a high relative
markup. Finally, for a, ~ a2, a high sy,p„ implies a low own-price elasticity and a high relative
markup. The role of the parameter ~, and its interaction with the observed price, is also clear. If
Ocp51, a high observed price implies a high elasticity and a low relative rrtarkup. If ~-0, the
observed price is independent of the elasticity and relative markup. If ~c0, a high observed price
implies a low elasticity and a high relative markup.
3.3. Extension 1: the model with import quota
The above discussion has focused on a simple model of product differentiation to explain the
pattern of elasticities and mazkups across cars and across markets. In that model international price
discrimination, as measured by differences in relative tnarkups across countries, solely follows from
differences in elasticities. In this and the next section I eztend the model to allow for other factors
that may be responsible for the presence of price discrimination in the European car market.17
The European car market is characterized by various trade restrictions. Although the European
Commission has devoted considerable effort towards liberalizing trade within the Community, various
trade barriers remain. More importantly, serious import quota on Japanese cars exist in several
European countries. Table I illustrates this fact. Especially France and Italy protect their market from
Japanese imports. It is clear that these quota should affect the competitive conditions in the industry.
In particular, the supply side of the market will change. One may expect that the Japanese car
manufacturers will charge higher markups in countries with binding quota constraints. To model this
source of international price discrimination, follow Goldberg (1993) and assume that the Japanese
firms maximize their profits with respect to prices, subject to the constraint that they cannot increase
the demand for their cars above the quota level Qfi,,, i.e.
P~„ l ` ~~ maxII~-~`~ l;d~-mc~J ~ qw~~pim,pz~,...,p~~1.~1~~Q! - L~t`i q~)
(20)
Assuming that the Japanese government allocates quotas such that ~„-i~ for all Japanese firtns f
in market m, the first-order condition of the Japanese firmt becomes:
~.x Pt,,, mc -k 8qk,,,(pi~,pz„r...,p~T~} 1 -O (21)
L.t-~ 1 tdm - ~ m, a qim~iT.P~~ .. . ,P~~) ' 1 tdm P;m
This equation can be straightforwardly applied to the nested logit model of product differentiation
discussed above. am can be interpreted as the shadow cost for Japanese firms of operating in market
m, and may be estimated using dummy variables. An estimated coefficient significantly greater than
zero in market m indícates that the import quota are binding in market m and hence alter the relative
markups of Japanese firms.'~
3.4. Extensron 2: the model with collusive behavior
The models developed above assume that firms unilaterally set the price of their cars18
marketed. If fitms do not unilaterally set prices, but if they coordinate their actions and collude,
positive markups attd international price discrimination may occur even in the absence of product
differentiation and quota constraints. To empirically investigate the existence of collusion, and of
various degrees of collusion in different mazkets, a"conjectural-vaziations" model is a useful first
step.
Consider the following conjectural variations. Assume firm f marketing car j in market m
expects that an increase in the price of its car j in market m by 1 unit is "matched" with an increase
in the price of the rival cars in market m by ~m units, where -1 G~m c 1. Furthermore, assume the
price match is expected only from rival cars belonging to the same group. In sum, assume
dp,~ldpp,-~m, for all cars belonging to the same group as car j, and dp,Idp;-O otherwise. These
conjectural variations generate the following pricing equation:
p -mc. l f aq . a9 t ~ p~ -mc a4`"' t 1 - 0
~~~1 d" ~1 l ap~
~t~ ap ~~~T L.k.i.twi 1 td," ~ . 8p~,,, q~" ~ 1 tdT
where k' indezes all cars belonging to the same group. If ~„-0, the pricing equation reduces to the
pricing equation without collusion. Essentially, conjectural variations allow the econometrician to
approximate - rather than to model ezplicitly - collusive considerations in the firm's pricing problem.
From an econometric perspective, conjectural vaziations aze no different from collusive
approximations." Ideally, however, a structural model should be formulated to incorporate the
possibility of collusive behavior, such as a repeated game model. This would allow us to obtain a
"correct" functional form. In addition, it would allow us to formally incorporate new variables that
influettce collusion, e.g. variables that influence the discount factor across mazkets in a repeated game
model.19
4. Econometric considerations and data
4.1. Econometric considerations
Investigating the presence of international price discrimination requires estimation of the
equilibrium pricing equation after the appropriate substitutions of the demand derivatives. To obtain
cross-equation restrictíons I also estimate the demand equation. In this subsection, [ consider the
econometric issues that need to be addressed to obtain a consistent, precise and computationally
tractable estimator. This discussion is lazgely based on recent work by Berry (1994) and Berry,
Levinsohn and Pakes (1993).
Throughout the paper I assume that the vectors of observed physical characteristics w~,,, and
x~,,, are exogenous and consequently orthogonal to the error terms ~ry„ and ~p,,. This exogeneity
assumption forms the main identification assumption for estimation of the pricing and the demand
equation. This assumption is at least reasonable in the short run, because ftrrns cannot quickly adjust
the characteristics of their cars tnarketed. In the long ntn, when firrns aze able to choose the
characteristics of their cars, the assumption may be more problematic.
Prices and market shares are endogenous and correlated with the error terms mp„ and ~;m, even
in the shoR run. This is because they are simultaneously determined in a Bertrand-Nash equilibrium.
Therefore, ordinary least squares estimators are inconsistent, suggesting the need for an instrumental
variable estimator. Unfortunately, a computational issue arises. The error tertns c~;,, and especially
~~„ which need to be interacted with the chosen instruments, appear nonlinearly in the demand and
pricing equation. Berry (1994) proposes andjustifies the following approach in the context of discrete
choice models of oligopoly: (1) transform the demand and pricing equation such that the error terms
enter lineazly, and (2) choose appropriate instrumental variables that can be interacted with the
solution of the error term. Both steps are discussed in turn.20
(1) Transforrnationof the demand andpricing equation: Consider first pricing equation (5). The error
term ~y,,, as well as the ~, enter nonlinearly through the marginal cost function (l)'. The pricing
equation was transformed into (10) after taking the appropriate logarithms and inverting a matrix of
demand derivatives. The Appendix shows how the matrix of demand derivatives is actually inverted
for the nested logit model. The required transformation of demand equation (I1) is also developed
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a
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(24)
The error tetms my, and ~~,,, enter linearly in these transformed equations so that a computationally
tractable estimator is possible. Some of the parameters, however, enter nonlinearly so that nonlinear
minirniiation techniques will be required. The reader may verify how the pricing equation would
simplify if a,, az or ~ are set equal to uro, or if a single-product firm's pricing equation is
considered."
(2) 77te choice of appropriate instruments: In homogeneous goods models of supply and demand21
instruments are readily available: there are generally enough exogenous variables that affect marginal
cost and not demand, and exogenous variables tha[ affect demand but not marginal cost. In the present
model of product differentiation, most exogenous vaziables, the observed physical characteristics,
affect both marginal cost and demand. Indeed, it is even possible that w~-z~,,,, in which case no
traditional instruments can be used. Fortunately, other instrtunents are available. Because the pricing
equation holds for all cars simultaneously, constituting a Nash equilibrium, thephysical chazacteristics
of each car's competitors are correlated with its own price and demand. Consequently, (functions of)
these variables may be used as instruments. Pakes (1993) and Berry, Levinsohn and Pakes (1993)
discuss the general question of how to obtain efficient instruments when any function of competitors'
characteristics are potential candidates. They show that the following variables approximate efficient
instruments: the elements of the vectors of exogenous variables xp„ and wp„ the average of the
elements of the exogeneous variables across other cars belonging to the same firtn, and the average
ofthe elements of the exogenous variables across other cars not belonging to the same firm. I choose
to use these instruments in the used estimator.
A standard remark on the used estimator applies. The error terms ~y„ and mD„ are likely to be
correlated: unobserved characteristics that affect the marginal cost of car j, may also affect the
demand for car j. Consequently, an initial (consistent) estimate of the covaziance matrix of ~p„ and
w~m is necessary to get a more efficient estimator. (Nonlinear) three-stage least squares is an
appropriate instrumental variable method to cope with this problem.
4.2. The data
The vectors of physical characteristics wp„ and z;,,,,, affecting the marginal cost and the mean
utility for a car, contain the same elements and may be summarized in two categories. The first
category consists of the technical characteristics horsepower, weight, width and height. Horsepower,
weight and height (measuring aerodynamics) jointly determine the performance variables speed and22
accelerarion. Both width and weight capture safery. Width and height capture size or comfort. Note
that the technical characteristics enter z;, logarithmically, so that their coefficients tnay be interpreted
as elasticities. The second category of physical characteristics in w~ and x;,,, consists of country-of-
origin dummy variables. The ccefficients of French, Getman, Italian, UK, US and Japanese cars are
to be interpreted relative to the "other" cars, tnainly Eastern European. An interactiondummy reflects
a systematic disadvantage to foreign firms. The country-of-origin variables in the vector w~, capture
unobserved differences in the mazginal cost of producing cars of a given origin, due to differences
in productivity across countries, etc... The country-of-origin variables in the vector x~, capture
unobserved differences in the mean utiliry for cars of a given origin. In addition, the country-of-origin
variables in both w;,, and x;o capture differences in cost-increasing and demand-reducing trade
restrictions that aze systematically imposed against cars from a particular country. The coefficients
of the dtunmy variables cannot identify these alternative possibilities; more data on cost and taste
differences and on differences in trade restrictions against the various countries aze required to achieve
identification. Nevertheless, inclusion of these dummy variables helps to avoid bias of the estimators
of the other coefficients.
In addition to the physical chazacteristics that affect the marginal cost and the mean utility for
a caz, two physical characteristics affect individual-speciftc deviations from the mean utility: class and
country-of-origin within a given class. European cars are partitioned into six classes, based on
common marketing classifications: mini and small, medium, large, executive, luxury and sports.1e
Each class is split into two subgroups according to its country of origin: home cars and foreign cars.
The fixed effects in the demand equation, the ~m, and in the pricing equation, the ~m and the
r,", capture unobserved systematic differences influencing demand and pricing across the various
national markets. Recall that the rm are not identified from the ~m. Hence, the estimated fixed effects
in the pricing equation oughtto be interpreted in a broad sense: in addition to capturing systematic
differences in the marginal cost of producing in the various markets due to different national
regulations, they capture systematic differences in dealer markups, and possible errors in measured23
tax rates or exchange rates.
All prices are list prices and aze converted into ECU's using period average market rates.
Value added taxes are included. Sales are the annual number of registrations. World production data
are collected to consider the possibility of returns to scale. Almost all available car models are
included in the sample with the exception of those models with extremely low market shares. This
gives a sample of 512 observations in 1990, spread over five European countries: Belgium, France,
Gemiany, Italy and the United Kingdom. All data come from publicly available sources, including:
l' Argus de l'Automobile et des Locomotions, Auto Moto Revue, Journalde l:4utomobile, Katalog der
Automobil Revue, Nieuwe tot het Verkeer Toegetaten Voertuigen, Notziario Statistica, Tatsachen und
7ahlen aus der Kraftsverkehrswirtschaft, World Motor Vehicle Data. Additional data on the
Netherlands and Spain would be desirable, as their market size falls within the included range.
So far, the market shares of the various cars, sy,~, and the market share of the outside good,
so,m, have been taken as observables. In fact, sy,~ and sa,m depend on the number of potential
consumers Lm in each market m.19 Provided that there are enough markets included in the sample,
Lm may in principle be estimated using market-level data that determine L,o, such as population,
income or the total demand for cars - a durable good - in previous periods.m For purposes of the
present paper, in which only five markets are considered, I choose to keep L„, as a known variable.
Berry, Levinsohn and Pakes (1993) set [~ equal the total number of households in the economy,
assuming each household is a potential buyer of a new car in every year. Considering the durable
nature of cars, I assume that only 25 percent of the households is a potential buyer a new car; the
other households are interested only in buying a caz on the second-hand market (in which they are
likely to repurchase their own car). Although this number is somewhat arbitrary, I believe it is closer
to reality than is the assumption of Berry, Levinsohn and Pakes. In any case, the empirical results
were robust to alternative specifications of Lm.za
5. Empi,rical Results
I fmd that the observed price differences in the European car mazket can be at least partly attributed
to the practice of international price discrimination. Fitms actively ezploit cross-country differences
in price elasticities, and Japanese firms also take into account differences in quota regimes. It cannot
be tuled out that firms aze also colluding to a different degree in the various countries.
To support my findings I split the discussion into three parts. The first part confronts the
estimates of the simple hedonic pricing equation with those of the logit and the nested logit model
with quota constraints. I establish the importance of the nested logit model with quota constraints and
suggest the possible presence of intetnational price discrimination. The second part discusses the
estimates of the nested logit model with quota constraints in detail, after allowing for returns to scale.
The calculated relative markups for selected cars demonstrate that there exists indeed intemational
price discrimination. The first two parts set the parameter {~ and the conjectural variations equal to
zero. The third part considers two extensions: one in which the parameter la is estimated freely and
one with positive conjectural variations. As a statistic that summarizes the findings on international
price discrimination, Letner indices for the various nested logit specifications aze calculated.
5.1. 77ee Hedonic versu.s the Logit and the Nested Logit Mode[
Table IV presents insttvmental variable estimates of the logit and the nested logit model with
quota constraints. The pazameter ~ is set equal to zero. Recall that the hedonic pricing equation may
be interpreted as a competitive pricing equation with zero markups. Alternatively, it may be
interpreted as an oligopolistic pricing equation with positive relative markups that are constant and
identical for all car types in the same market. Yet, even in this interpretation, the hedonic pricing
equation cannot identify systetnatic cost differences across countries from differences in markups. This
is in contrast to the logit and nested logit specification in which identification is obtained through data25
on sales. The simple logit model, starting from an i.i.d. assumption on the distribution of individual
preferences, predicts global competition. The nested logit model allows for localized competition
within subgroups and groups. To confront the three models with each other I first calculate some test
statistics. Next 1 consider the stability of the parameter estimates across the three models.
Testing the logit and the nested logit model amounts to testing the (joint) significance of a,
a, and a~. A simple t-test statistic shows that the hedonic pricing equation may be rejected in favour
of the logit model. The t-test statistic for a is 7.954, much above the critical level at 99 percent
significance.~' To test the logit model against the nested logit model, a likelihood-ratio or Wald test
statistic can be developed. The likelihood-ratio test statistic uses both the estimates of the unrestricted
and the restricted model; the Wald test statistic uses only the estimates of the unrestricted model. Both
test statistics are applicable to models estimated with nonlineaz three-stage Ieast-squares. They are
distributed asymptotically as a chi-square random vaziable with degrees of freedom equal to the
number of imposed constraints. Both the likelihood-ratio and the Wald test statistic show that the logit
model can be rejected in favour of the nested logit model. The likelihood-ratio test statistic for joint
significance of ai and a2 is 90.769; the Wald test statisitic is 94.662. Both numbers aze much above
the critical level at 99 percent significance with 2 degrees of freedom. Both numbers are very high
despite the very imprecise estimate of a2. (The t-statistic of a2 is only 0.135.)~ The joint significance
of a, and a2 suggests that competition is localized. The high significance of a, and the insignificance
of o2 suggests that competition is especially localized within subgroups.
Consider now the significance of the quota constraints as captured by the dummy variables
for ).,,, . Because there are no quota constraints in Belgium, this coefficient was set equal to zero. As
clear from Table I all other countries impose either unvoluntary or volutary quota constraints against
lapanese car manufacturers. Testing whether these quota constraints were actually binding amounts
to testing the significance of the ccefficient of each dummy variable. This shows at a 95 percent
significance level that the quota constraints were indeed binding in France and Italy, the countries
with the most severe quota constraints. In Germany and the United Kingdom the quota restrictions26
were not actually binding.n
A topic of interest complementary to formal hypothesis testing is the stability of the various
pazametets across the various specifications. What is the effect of including a, a„ a2, and the dummy
variables for )`„ on the estitnates of the other coefficients? Consider first the demand coefficients.
Many estitnated coefficients in the logit model are affected by the inclusion of the new parameters,
a, and a2, in the nested logit model. The most interesting change is the coefficient of the interaction
dummy capturing the foreign firm effect. It is significantly lower (in absolute value) in the nested
logit model. This shows that the significant coefficient a„ capturing the individual-specific foreign
fitm effect on utility, partially takes over the mean uti[ity effect of the interaction dutnmy in the
sitnple logit specification. Some other coefficients in the detnattd equation change after a, is included,
such as the technical characteristics width and height, and some of the country-of-origin durnmies.
These effects may again be taken over by a„ for some not so obvious reason.
Consider now the cost coefficients. Most estimated coefficients in the hedonic pricing equation
are unaffected by the inclusion ofthe new parameters in the logit and in the nested logit model. There
is one important exception. The estimated fized effects in the logit and especially in the nested logit
model are all lower relative to Belgium than in the hedonic pricing equation. Apparently, in the
hedonic pricing equation these fixed effects were overestimated: they took over the effects of an
omitted (function of) sales variable, interacted with the parameters c~, a, and a~, and of the omitted
quota constraints. To understand this, recall that in the competitive interpretation of the hedonic
pricing equation all systetnatic price differences across countries are due to cost differences as
captured by the fixed effects. In the oligopolistic pricing equations, price differences across countries
may also be due to markup differences. The lower estimates of the fixed effects in the oligopolistic
pricing equations, together with the significant estitnates of a, a, and az, and of some of the quota
constraints, then suggest that differences in markups, or international price discrimination, is at least
a partial explanation for the observed price differences in the European car market. To verify this
possibility, I explicitly calculate the tnarkups implied by the estimates in the next subsections.27
5.2. The nested logit mode!
The above discussion showed the empirical relevance of the nested logit model with quota
constraints compared to more simple models. To add realism I now introduce the possibility of returns
to scale in the cost function. More precisely, let world production of each car type enter the the
vector wp„ logarithmically, with coefficient ~y`. It is straightforwazd to show that elasticity of total
variable cost with respect to production equals 1 f~.~ I deliberately did not include the production
variable in the cost function in the previous subsection. This allowed for a"clean" comparison of the
hedonic pricing equation with the logit and the nested logit models: world production is indeed highly
correlated to the sales variables that play such an important role in the logit and nested logit models.
Table V gives the empirical results of the "base" specification of the nested logit model with
returns to scale. First consider the demand ccefficients influencing the mean utility. Recall that the
coefficients on the technical characteristics may be immediately interpreted as elasticities. Both the
elasticity of horsepower and width have the expected sign and are estimated precisely. Demand is
especially elastic with respect to width. Weight and height enter detnand insignificantly. This tnay be
explained by the fact that weight and height have an ambiguous impact on underlying performance
variables: weight increases safety, but reduces speedlacceleration; height increases sizelcomfort, but
decreases speedlacceleration. The significant vaziables horsepower and width do not have such an
ambiguous impact.
Country of origin seems an important differentiating physical characteristic. Interpreting the
country-of-origin variables as capturing direct differences in taste, it follows that consumers have a
high preference for German cars, a lower preference for French and European built US cars, and the
lowest preference for UK, Italian, Japanese and other (mainly Eastern European) cars. Of course, as
argued in the discussion of the data, the country-of-origin variables may also capture systematic
demand-reducing trade restrictions against certain countries, inaddition to direct taste differences. For
example, car manufacturers from some countries may have more difficulties in establishing an28
appropriate dealer network. Additional data would be required to identify taste differences from
differences in trade restrictions. A similar remark applies to the (significanQ coefficient capturing the
foreign firm disadvantage effect.
Now consider the demand ccefficients that enter the price elasticities and hence also the
pricing equation: a, a, and aZ. They all satisfy the restrictions of the nested logit model, i.e. n~0,
0G a2G a, G 1, although a2 is estimated rather imprecisely. The estimates of these parameters are
responsible for a plausible set ofprice elasticities, in contrastto elasticities implied by the simple logit
models. This is illustrated by Table VI, providing price elasticities for selected cars in Germany and
Italy. These are based on the formulas given in the tezt. The own-price elasticities vary between 4
and 7, consistent with estimates in Berry, Levinsohn and Pakes, although they obtain a somewhat
larger variation across cars.u Domestic cars usually have the smallest elasticity, which follows from
the fact that they operate in anuncrowded subgroup with little competition. The cross-price elasticities
are also intuitive. A percentage decrease in the price of a car reduces the demand of cars belonging
to the same subgroup with a higher percent than the demand of cars that belong to a different
subgroup or group. Note also that some cars have a higher impact on the demand of their competitors
within the same group than other cats. For example, in both [taly and Germany, a VW Golfcan steal
more business from its competitors via price reductions than a Renault 19.
Now consider the estimated cost coefficients. The coefficient on production revails that there
are significant returns to scale. Increasing productíon of a car by 10 percent increases total vaziable
cost by only (10-1.4)-8.4 percent.~ Consistent with previous hedonic studies, the technical
characteristics entering the marginal cost equation all significantly contribute to marginal cost in the
ezpected direction. The country-of-origin dummies all have positive coefficients relative to "other"
(mainly Eastern European) cotuttries. German cars have the highest estimated coefficient. Whether
the country-of-origin differences are due to differences in productivity across the various countries
or due to cost-increasing trade restrictions, cannot be identified from the available data. The foreign
firm disadvantage effect on cost is significantly positive, indicating that foreign firms operate at a29
systematically higher cost, possibly due to some unobserved trade restriction.
The fixed effects show that the cost of operating is the highest in Getmany and the UK. For
Germany, this may be due to the obligated use of (expensive) catalytic converters. For the UK the
high estimate is not so clear. A right-hand drive charge rnay play some role, but is clearly not a
sufficient explanation.n A high market-average dealer markup in the UK may be a more plausible
explanation.~
The estimates of the fixed effects were seriously altered by the inclusion of the world
production variable. More interestingly, however, recall that the fixed effects were also seriously
altered by the inclusion of the sales variables and quota constraints in the constant reurns to scale logit
and nested logit models discussed in the previous subsection, suggesting the possibility of international
price discrimination in the European car market. Do fimrns, in fact, exercise their market power
unequally across the various countries and hence engage in international price discrimination?
Consider Table VII, presenting relative markups for selected cars based on the estimates of the base
specification of the nested logit model. The most striking fact about this table is the firms' ability to
charge substantially higher markups on their cars sold domestically than on their cars sold abroad.
In this sense, domestic firms can be said to price discriminate against the consumers in their home
market. As extreme examples, compare the high markups of the Fiat Uno, Tipo and Croma in [taly
to the much lower markups of Fiat elsewhere. Similarly, contrast the mazkups of the Renault 5 and
19 in France with the rnarkups in other countries. The high significance of a,, in interaction with the
sales variable s~,,, is responsible for the strong domestic market power. Intuitively, there is a high
degree of localized competition between cars belonging to the same subgroup. Domestic firms operate
in less "crowded" subgroups than do foreign firms, resulting in lower own-price elasticities, which
they exploit by charging higher markups.
Two other conclusions can be drawn from a reading of the relative mazkups in Table VII.
First, the relative markups on Japanese cars are substantially higher than those on other cars in those
countries where quota constraints were binding. This does not necessarily mean that the Japanese30
firms aze better off due to the quota constraints. The increase in the Japanese fitms' unit profits due
to the quota may be offset by the reduction in the total number of cars sold. Second, the relative
markups vary not only across countries, but also across classes. The high class cars tend to chazge
the highest markups. This can be verified by inspecting the markups of the Audi 80, and of the cars
listed below the Audi 80. The only exception is the Fiat Croma, which can charge a high mazkup
only in Italy. This general tendency follows from the fact that the high class cars compete in relatively
uncrowded subgroups compazed to the low and especially the mid-class cars.
5.3. Alternative specifications ofthe nested logit model and the Lerner-index as a summary statistic
In the base specification for the nested logit model, the parameter ~ was set equal to zero.
This generates elasticities and relative mazkups that do roughly not interact with the car type's own
price.~ The second column of Table V presents a specification in which p was estimated. It tutns
out that p is significantly negative: -0.287. This suggests, quite intuitively, that more expensive car
types tend to have lower price elasticities and higher relative markups. The actual calculations, not
shown here, revealed that this is indeed the case.
In the base specification for the nested logit model, the fixed effects in the pricing equation
remained quite substantial. Thus, despite the presence of international price discrimination (as
illustrated by the table on relative markups), quite substantial systematic cost differences remain a
paztial explanation for the observed price differences in the European car market. Even though the
fixed effects have a broad interpretation -- including systematic differences in the marginal cost of
producing across countries, differences in market-average dealer markups, and errors in measured
tax rates or unmeasured temporary exchange rate fluctuations -- I find them quite substantial.
Especially, the quite high estimated fixed effect for the United Kingdom is an important puzzle. The
question arises whether these fixed effects do not take over some omitted variable. Until now,
international price discrimination has been allowed to occur for two reasons: cross-country differences31
in price elasticities, and cross-country differences in quota regimes against some car manufacturers.
The third column on Table V presents the estitnates of a specification that allows for a third factor:
cross-country differences in collusive behavior. Attempts were urdertaken to estirnate both the fixed
effects and the conjectural variations, the ~m, for the various rnarkets, but the present sample could
not identify the two effects. As an alternative, the fixed effects were set equal to zero and instead the
conjec[ural variations were estimated for the various markets.~ Except for the insignificant
conjectural variation for France, all conjectural variations lie between zero and one, with the highest
for the UK. The relative rnarkups implied by the estitnates of the model with conjectural variations
(not shown here) are intuitive. First, differences in markups across subgroups ate smoothed out, as
may be expected from an equilibrium in which groups of car types collude.31 Second, in Germany
and especially the United Kingdom, with high conjectural variations, rnarkups of al! car types are
relatively high, and notjust those of the domestic and Japanese car types. This indicates international
price discrimination may be partly the result of cross-country differences in collusive behavior, in
addition to differences in elasticities and quota restrictions.
Much of the discussion on the empirical resutts with regard to international price
discrimination may be sutnmarized by one surnmary statistic: the Lerner-index. This index, commonly
used in traditional industry case-studies, is defined as the sales-weighted average of relative markups
in an industry. In traditional industry case-studies, the markups required to calculate the index are
taken directly from accounting data. In the present study, the markups are inferred from observed
pricing behavior. Estimated Lerner-indices for the various countries are presented in Table VIII. The
first row gives the estirnated Lerner-indices implied by the base specification for the nested logit
model. Recall that this model allows for international price discritnination due to two factors: cross-
country differences in price elasticities and differences of quota regimes. The Lerner indices differ
substantially across countries. Belgitun, with no domestic producer, has the lowest Lerner index.
France, Germany and the United Kingdom have an up to 3 percent higher index. Italy has by far the
largest Lerner-index: this is clearly the consequence of both elasticities and quota restrictions. In Italy32
unilateral domestic mazket power is important; the domestic firm Fiat has almost a monopoly as the
single manufacturer in its subgroup. The Japanese fitms are subject to a serious quota constraint of
1 percent. The estimated Lerner-indices for the nested logit model in which ~ is estimated freely,
presented on the second row, give a similar picture. Note that the levels are everywhere lower than
in the base specification for the nested logit model. This is because the model predicts that relative
markups aze increasing in price, and because the lower priced car types, with the lower relative
markups, have most of the sales. The estimated L,erner-indices for the nested logit model with
conjectural variations, presented in the third row, give an entirely different picture. The estimated
indices of Germany, Italy and the United Kingdom all increase. The increase of the L,erner-index for
the United Kingdom is so high that it comes in the neighborhood of the Italian index. This was to be
expected - given the high degree of collusion that was estimated for the UK by the conjectural
variations model.
6. Conciusioas and Exteasions
Observed price differences in the European car market have been puzzling to many
economists and policymakers. This paper has used an oligopoly model with product differentiation
to analyu to what extent the presence of international price discrimination can explain the puzzle. In
addition to estirnating mazginal costs, I have also estimated the own- and cross-price elasticities of
demand and the relative mazkups for all cars sold in 1990 in five European countries: Belgium,
France, Getmany, Italy and the United Kingdom.
My empirical results establish the presence of intetnational price discrimination, as measured
by cross-country differences in relative mazkups. Eazlier studies have also analyud the presence of
intetnational price discrimination, but cannot formally identify cross-country differences in relative
markups from differences in the cost ofoperating in the various markets. My model of oligopoly with
product differentiation does formally identify these altetnative possibilities through the explicit33
introduction of sales data, i.e. market structure, in the analysis.
Three sources for intetnational price discrimination have been considered: cross-country
differences in price elasticities due to product differentiation, differences in quota regimes and
differences in the degree of collusive behavior. L.arge differences in elasticities have been estimated:
the domestic firms in France, Getmany, the UK and especially in Italy tend to face much lower own-
price elasticities than the foreign firms. Significantly binding quota constraints on Japanese fitms can
be found in France and Italy. The correspondingly high "domestic" tnarket power in France,
Germany, Italy and the UK, and the high "Japanese" market power in France and Italy establish the
presence of international price discrimination and explain an important part of the observed price
differences in the European Community. The remaining part of the observed price differences may
follow from systematic differences in the cost of operating in the various markets, including
systematic differences in the marginal cost of producing due to country-specific regulations,
differences in market-average dealer markups, and errors in measured tax rates or utuneasured
temporary exchange rate fluctuations. As an alternative explanation, however, the remaining part of
the observed price differences may follow from differences in collusive behavior across countries.
Both a high cost of operating and a high degree of collusive behavior may explain the extraordinarily
high prices in the United Kingdom.
The empirical results are encouraging and suggest various directions for future research. I
summarize those that I believe to be most promising.
(1) More detailed cost ana[ysis: The present analysis has followed the tradition in oligopoly
models with product differentiation -- that the marginal cost of a product depends on its "location",
as measured empirically by a set of physical characteristics. Eaton and Lipsey (1989) provide a
general treatment of this approach. There are two related probletns with this approach. First, cost tnay
not be location-spuific, but may be common to a subset of products. in the European car industry,
cars produced in the same plant will have in common several inputs. Plant-specific data are clearly
required to further investigate the role ofthese inputs in the cost function. Second, and more deeply,3a
location is itselfnot an ultimate exogenous variable. Firms choose location based on cost and strategic
considerations. Further investigation of this problem requires a more complete model and additional
data on the costs of location.
(2) Co[lusive Behavior: Collusive behavior was approximated in the present paper using
conjectural vaziations. It may be more accurately modelled as an irtfinitely repeated game with
discounting. Data on possible new variables that may appeaz in this model, such as variables affecting
the discount factor, need to be collected for an empirical analysis.
(3) Policy Analysis: The European car mazket is chazacterized by many regulations, especially
at an intemational level. My empirical results may be used to analyze the welfare effects of policy
changes. For example, in a clear and realistic theoretical model of the European car market,
Davidson, Dewatripont, Ginsburgh and l.abbe (19g9) have analyzed the ambiguous welfare effects
of anti-discrimination regulations and linked them to the effects of unification regulations. A similar
analysis may be done with my theoretical model, augmented with model simulations using the data
and the estitnates.
(4) Options Pricing:The chazged markups may be relatively small on the base models ofthe
cars. Firms may, however, exercise more market power over the options to the base models.
Incorporating options pricing requires explicit modeling, and the collection of additional data.
(S) Intertemporal Competition: Cars compete not only with other cars sold in the same period,
but also with cars sold in future periods. This is because of the durable good nature of cars. Again,
incorporating these dynamics requires both extra modeling and the collection of new data.35
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Appendix. Derivation of the transformed demand and pricing equation
As derived in the text, the pricing equation to be taken to the data is (5) or (8), after
substituting (19); the demand equation is (18). Unfortunately, as emphasized in the econometric
considerations, the error terms ~P„ and ~p„ enter these equations nonlinearly. In this Appendix I derive
appropriate transformations of the demand and the pricing equations, such that the error tetms enter
linearly. Because the assumption in the text on the individuals' indirect utility function guaranteed that
there are prohibitive arbitrage costs, each market m can be treated independently. Without risk of
confusion, I therefore drop the subscript m.
First derive an appropriate transformation of the demand equation. Recall the formulae (15a),
(15b) and (15c) for the conditional choice probabilities, or approximately market shares, s;,,,,,, sNa and
se. As a special case of se, we have the share of the outside good in the total market:
s - 1
u ~ Du -,,~
8.o r
as found from normalizing So to zero.
Because syhs, sNg and se are positive observed market shares, and not, as in disaggregate
models, 0-1 decisions that result in probabilities, we may take logarithms. In particular:
In(s8) - (1-aZ)InDB - InEDB~ro~
lnso - -InEDe~-'~




ln(D~) - 1 8 - Ina.,,~
1-a~
This gives a solution for In se
1-a~ ( 1 l l
In(s8) -(1-a2)
1-a2 I 1-a~ó~-lns~,~l - ln.sNtl t lnsa
which may be substituted inIns - Ins.,~ t InsNa t Insj
to get
lns~ - á f a~ Ins~„~ t a2lnsNS t lnso
Substituting á; for x~ - a (p;"-1)Ip t~; and noting that htse,j-lnsyalnsy~,,6, we get equation (23a) in
the text. In this transfom~ed demand equation ~; clearly enters linearly as desired.
Now derive an appropriate transfotmation ofthe pricing equation. Drop the variable capturing
the percentage deviation of the actual price from the list price, d, and the quota-constraint, l`, to avoid
clutter. Consider firstthe pricing equation without conjectural variations. Assuming for simplicity that
a multiproduct firm sells at most one car type per group, the first-order condition for car j is
a9; a4t
~i - mc~~ . ap t~:~.kK; ~t-mci) ~ a p t q~ - 0
i 1
where the 8q~lapt all take the form implied by the formula for the corresponding cross-price elasticity
(19d) given in the text. After substituting ( 19d) in the equation it remains impossible to estimate the
pricing equation because there aze several mazginal cost terms, one for each car k produced by the
fitm, and hence several error terms. To solve this problem the pricing equation is transformed. (This
is equivalent to solving the inverted matrix in (7).) First substitute (19d) and rearrange slightly:
-ap;"-~s.(p~-mc~) I 1 l a' - I 1 la' - 1 la~ I s;ieJ -
} L,~`~~ (pr - mck~ - (ap;-'s~~sk t s~ - 0
Defining r; as the special case of r; in (24) for which conjectural variations are zero, ~-o, and
deviding by (-~p;"~'s~ we get:
1 1-p ~
(p~-mc~~r;' - ~Pi - ~~ ~t-mc.~s.
Because the right hand side is the same for any car sold by the same fitm, this implies that for any
car sold by the same firm
1 i-" 1 i-"
(p~-mc~~r;' - áPi - (pk-mc4~rt - ~Pe
so that
1 1 1-M 1 ~-V (pt-mct) - -- ((p~-mc~r;' - qp; } ápk
ri l
Substituting this into (25) for all k produced by the firm, we get:1 1-M ~vr Sk I 1-M 1 1-M ~p~-mc~ri' - ~pi - Lk:~ ~. ~p;-mc.~ri' - ápi t ápk 1
k J
In this equation only mc~ appears, and all other mck are substituted out. Consequently, only one error
term remains and estimation is almost possible. Some rearrangements generate:
p- mci t~. pi~-v .]
1-~ F: ~ I 1-
l pi1 1
a ri' 1 l sk
-~- rk.
This can be rewritten such that only mc~ appears on the right-hand side. Then one can substitute the
functional form (1') of mc~, and log-linearize both sides so that m~ appears linearly, and estimation
of this transfotmed pricing equation is possible.
Now derive the transformed pricing equation when firms have positive conjectural variations.
As in the text, define the conjectural variation dp~ldp~ as the unit increase in a rival k's price given
a unit increase in car j's price. L.et dpildpy-~ for any rival k belonging to the same group as firm j,
and let dp,Idp~-O otherwise. The first-order condition for firm j then is:
~i -rnci~ ~ ap } Lk:i.k:i Ípk -mck) . ~~i t qi t (pi -mci} ' ~~
P, . dP~ - 0
where the last summation is over all cars that belong to the same group. Substituting the appropriate
demand derivatives we get
Y'i -mc~(-a ~ 11Q -~ 1lQ -1lQi~ si
,.-~ 1
m (P; -mc) ~r apr s.
1-a




`~r~ ap~.~s I laaZSl.~ ts~.l
I-~
l ` 1
where I' denotes any car be(onging to the same subgroup as carj, and 1" denotes any car belonging
to the same group but to a different subgroup. To simplify, assume p~-p~.-p~.., which is not too
unreasonable in the present data set. (Prices differ especially across groups, not within groups.) This
allows us to factor the price out of the second and third summation, so that the (conditional) market
shares can be appropriately added up. Rearranging, this yields:
-mc r -mc s mc. r- -1 4s s. - ~
- 1 pI -r t
Y i kl I. - vlt.l 1` k k! k - w~i - II ~ I. 8- II a
This can be rewritten as
1 ~ -,. I 1 ~.~r
-ápi t ~pi-mc~~1(1-~)ri~ t ~(1 -sa}s)1 - Lk:i ~k-mck~sk (26)
Now defining40
r s (l -~)rj" ' ~(1 -srts~)
it is possible to rewrite (26) in the exact same form as (25), so that we get a generalized solution with
r; rather than r;. Attaching the subscript m, then gives the transformed pricing equation (23b) in the
text, ezcept for the dropped variables dm and ~,,,.
Footnotes
I. The paper by Menens and Ginsburgh (1985) ís the firu product-level study on pricing in the Euroipean car market.
However, this study cannol formally iden[ify cost differenca from tnarkup differences underlying the observed price
differcnces. Kirman and Schueller (1990) focus on the importance ofcas[ differettces. De Melo and Messerlin (1988) look at
the effect of impon quota. 1 am not awarc of product-Ievel studies [hat consider price elazticities or collusive behavior.
2. Berry, Levinsotm and Pakes (1993) allow for a rrarc sophisticated notion of localized compe[i[ion. Goldberg (1993) uses
a nested logit nwdel, but she uses disaggrcgate, household-level data.
3. Let all vambles equal zero, except the fixed effeas. Call the resWting hypothaical price in market m P`. Then for Belgium,
the rcfercnce cauntry, In(p~-0, or pr,~l. For Frattce, In(p~-0.01, or pe,-1.02, and similarly for other countries.
Multiplying all p~ by 100 gives the hedonic pria index.
4. 71terc exists a dual interpraation of the hedonic pricing equation as amarginal value fttnction. However, this interpretation
becorrcs weak in a marka where consumers typically buy at most one product.
5. 77terc is evidenee that the dealer markup, say r~, is irdeed calculated as a percentage of the manufacturer's delivered price,
p"p, so that the observed list priu py,~(ltr~p"y„ or p"y,-p~l(ItrJ. If dealer markups would actually be determined
differcntly, say ss a percentage ofthe manufacturer's pricerost margín, the equilibrium pricing caditions wopuld be differcnt
and morc diffiailt to estimate.
6. This of course follows from the chosen funaional form for marginal cost. Another functional form would have been able
to identify both effects, though very weakly.
7. One identifying restriction would be the assumption that aIl own-price elasticities equal infinity, so that all rclative markups
equal uro. 7ttis then yields the competitive marginal cosl interpraation given by Rosen (1974).
8. Sce especially McFadden (1983), Sauinger (1984), Perloff and Salop (1985), Anderson, De Palma and Thisse (1989), and
Caplin and Nalebuff (1991) for recent theoraical contributions.
9. This functiottal forrn is known as a Box-Cox transformation.
10. Thecareful re.ader may wan[ to check whaher this indirect u[ili[y specificalion is consistent with a consumer maximizing
utilíty subjax to a budga consuaint. However, this is na a simple question, sittce the goods entering u[iliry, cars, are durables.
Hence, quaing Goldberg (I993, P.12), "the expected futurc income rather than presem income, and the life cost ofthe vehicle
instead ofthe current pria should etuer the budga canctraint". Hecaux of lack of a satisfying theory of durable goods in an
oligopoly conteut with produa differentiation, I believe that the flexible specification of price in utility is a useful altemative
aPProach.
11. See Ben-Akiva atd Lerman (1985) or Berry (1994) for daails.
12. For a derivation and explanation, see for example McFadden (1981).
13. 71te intuition for multi-product finns, wherc the cross-price elasticities matter as well, is similar, as may be verified (rom
the solution of the general pricing equstion provided latcr in the text.14. For an earlier study of the role of import qunta on Japanese cars in the European car markot, see de Melo and Messerlin
(1988). Laussel, Montet and Peguin-Feissolle ( 1988) use a calibrated model and also study issues on the effecu of Japanese
competitíon.
15. See also Bresnahan (1987) on the empirical use of conjectural variations.
16. In general, the demand and pricing equations ofdiscrete choice-models ofproduct differcntiation may not contain a closed-
form solution for the error temts. in this case, a simulation estimator must be used. For an example, consider the (economically
appealing) model of produc[ differentiation developed and estimated by Berry, Levinsohn and Pakes (I993).
17. Existence of a Bertrand-Nash equílibrium haz not been shown, although there are indications thatan equilibrium dces ezist.
Caplin and Nalebuff (1991) have shown ezistence of equilibrium in a more general model of product differentiation, for the
special case of a one-product firtn. Anderson and de Palma (1991) have shown existence ofequilibrium in a multiproduct-firm
nested logit model, for the special case in which firms are symmetric.
18. Multi-purpose cars, such as the Renault Espace and sports-utility cars, such as the Land Rover were excluded from the
sample.
19. Fomtally, sym-qr„ILm, and s~-l-E;q„ILm
20. In a more sophisticated model, dynamic aspects of durable good competition may be explicitly incorporated.
21. The t-test statistic for lla, az it appears in the pricing equation, is exac[ly the satne, as can be verified from the delta-
method.
22. This may be partly due to the chosen inswmenu. With a simple least squares estimator, oi waz estimated significantly.
23. Similar conclusions were obtained by de Melo and Messerlin (1988).
24. Retums to scale, just like consumer arbitrage, creates a possible cross-market interdependettce of the pricing decisions:
reducing price in one market increases sales in that market, and therefore reduces (increases) cosu in all tnarkeu if there are
inereasing (decreasing) retums to scale. For simpliciry, I rule out this possibiliry by assuming that the natiottal tnarketing uniu
of the various car manufacturers consider only their national profiu in choosing prices.
25. 71tis is because the present specification estimates only two individual-specific tute parameters. In the model of Berry,
Levinsohn and Pakes, individual-specific taste parameters on continuous variables such as horsepower and weight are included.
26. The reader may verify how the introduction ofthe scale variable alters the utimates ofmany demand and cost coefficients.
Apparently, in the nested logit model with no retums to scale many ccefficienu took over the effects of the omitted scale
variable. For ezample, consider the increased ccefficients in the countryof-origin dummies ofGermany, US and Japan in the
cost equation. Cars from these countries have large wnrld market shares artd therefore benefit more from re[urns to sr;ale.
Omitting this variable leads to an underestimate of the countryoforigin dummies.
27. The 1992 Intra-EC Car Príce Differential Report has wlculated thaz this eztra cost equals roughly 100 ECU. For a
representative car of 10000 ECU this is only 1 percent. Moreover, this eztra cost is likely to enter fixed (devdopment) cosu
rather than marginal cosu.
28. The 1992 Intra-EC Car Price Differential Report suggests this, based on the discussion of iu confidential survey data.
29. There is some weak ínteraction with price due to the multi-product nature ofthe finn, as can be seen from (23b).
30. Theestimated parameters o(the nested logit model with conjectural variations are remarkably similar tothose of the nested
logit model with fixed effecu. [n addition, the value of the minimiud objective futtction is remarkably similar. litis suggests
both models cannot rejecl each other, although a formal nonnested hypothesis test would be desirable to substantiate this claim.
31. This can be seen formally from the pricing equation with conjectural variations. As ~~ increases, the car-specific
component becomes less important, and the group-specific cmttponent (including s~,,,) becomes more important.TABLE 1
Characteristics of the vazious mazteu
VAT Wage Salea CI C4 C7 Forcign lapaneseShare
in 96 in ECU in 1000 in !6 in 96 in 96 Sharc
acmal quon
Belgium 25-33 18.7 474 16.5 52.7 73.8 100 20.1 -
FraOCe 28 13.7 2309 32.8 78.3 92.2 38.1 3.4 3.0
Germany la 23.6 3041 28.8 63.6 78.8 30.2 15.9 IS.O
Italy 19-38 14.3 2346 57.6 84.8 93.1 42.2 2.0 l.l
UK 24.6 9.7 2009 26.5 63.8 79.7 70.3 11.7 11.0TABLE II
The Hedonic Pricing Equation
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Other parameters appearing in demand equation
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Other parameters appearing in pricing equation
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Disadvantage (0.019) ro.olv)
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Instrumental Variable Estimates of Nested Logit Model
with rearns to scale
512 observations
baee p free C.V.
Pazameters appearing in both dema~ and pricing equation
~ 0 -0.287 0
(0.033)
~ 3.3I2 8s.903 3.20s
(0.271) (30.474) (0.268)
o~ 0.378 0.483 0.570
(0.063) (0.069) (0.063)
Qi O.ol7 -0.049 -0.028
(0.172) (0.166) (0.174)
Other parameters appearíng in dema~ equation
Fized Effecrs France o317 osss o.zóz
(relative to
(0.158) (0.180) (O.IS3)
Belgium) ~rm~y 0.245 0.466 0.195
(0.197) (0.215) (0.193)
Italy O.a31 o.7eo o.3a6
(O.IS2) (0.179) (0.144)
Uj( 0.947 1.s77 0.873
(0.172) (0.216) (0.163)
Foreign Firm -1.010 -1.136 -LOOs
Disadvantage (o.1as) (o.tsa) (o.1as)
Technical ConSfent -31.162 89.9 -31.476
Characteristics (6.080) (70.s23) (6.083)
HP o.77a 2.332 o.7m
(0.297) (0.463) (0.297)
Weight -0.221 o.s77 -0.327
(0.490) (o.sóq (0.489)
Wid[h 10.663 14.s43 10.732
(1.374) (I.s93) (1.372)
Height 0.683 -0.590 0.651
(1.120) (1.232) (1.113)
Country of France o.to5 LIS9 o.s96
Origin (0.149) (0.189) (0.148)
Germyly 1.2s6 1.976 1.2a9
(0.183) (0.224) (0.182)
Itely 0.272 0.538 0.260
(0.129) (0.156) (0.129)
Uj( 0.442 0.694 0.438
(0.166) (0.195) (0.166)
US 0.775 1.301 0.775
(O.IS3) (0.192) (0.153)
Other 0.180 O.a28 0.160
Country (0.121) (0.144) (0.121)TABLE V (continued)
Inswmental Variable Estimates of Nested Logit Model
with returns to scale
512 observations
~ ~ free C.v.
Other parameters appeazing in pricing equation
Fized Effects France -0.obt -0.039 -1.470
(relative [o (0.029) (0.028) p.023)
Belgium)
Germany 0.060 0.079 0.371
(0.028) (0.027) (0.160j
Italy 0.047 0.069 0.177
(0.030) (0.029) (0.213)
UK o.ue o.138 0.~
(0.029) (0.028) (o.no)
Foreign Firm o.077 0.059 0.086
Disadvantage (0.022) (0.021) (0.021)
Returns [o Scale -0.143 -0.118 -0.143
(0.016) (0.011) (0.012)
Technical Constant 7.779 7.588 7.725
Characteristics (0.286) (0.277) (0.287)
[{p 0.07a 0.077 0.0')5
(0.005) (0.005) (0.005)
Weight 0.071 0.119 0.073
! (0.100) (0.095) (0.100)
Width 1.902 1.694 1.889
(0.172) (0.170) (0.173)
Height -0.555 -0.484 -0.567
(0.131) (0.128) (0.132)
Coun[ry of France 0.190 0.178 0.195
Origin (0.02a) (0.027) (0.028)
Germany 0.356 0.326 0.357
(0.029) (0.029) (0.029)
[taly 0.069 0.069 0.069
(0.027) (0.027) (0.027)
UK o.043 o.oa4 0.046
(0.036) (0.036) (0.036)
US 0.247 0.223 0.233
(0.032) (0.031) (0.031)
Other 0.126 0.123 0.120
Country (0.031) (0.029) (0.031)
coun[ry- France 914.1 719.1 1019.5
SpecifiC (259.7) (248.2) (282.4)
quota on (~ermany 132.0 -Sa.2 183.0
Japanese firms (297.0) (282.0) (282.4)
I[aly 1709.1 1540.6 1762.7
(315.9) (309.1) (321.8)
UK 433.0 176.6 396.6
(270.4) (255.6) (252.8)T~Ek VI
Ptice F]utlciue (v Sdecmd Gn
!or Bre Spectlfutim
Gemuoy Ib1Y
HRta d car'~ x pricc nnes m
Y Ovl~ ~ S OrnWd ~I[tO~C K ~! WIIQCIb IMnI T Íb tlMll S JaWld Y~fctlc ~ï ~! cUtIIMMK ff~~ll
a,o,oa
icrcue uoe ~Epaup u~ne l~D aásr tra4
x a,~..l
Jecreue ume ~Ellny~ ~c Br~uF ~4rr Rn.q
Fol Uro b.BN 1.Tl3 0.05t 0.068 3.037 t.373 0.t37 O.d73
Ford Fiau 5.809 7.307 0.110 0.098 6.d32 2.342 0.161 0.13a
Ninm Miaa 7.310 0.938 0.0~29 0.026 7.849 0.013 0.001 0.001
Rm,t 3 7.3d2 O.B83 0.027 O.OZd 7.171 I.IM 0.078 0.073
Fiu Tqo 7.78t 0.979 O.Q13 0.033 I.pA 3.817 0.2d3 0.2M
Fad Eecm 7.237 I.OP O.OBD 0.073 7.336 O.BSr 0.033 0.031
Rtwi 19 6.933 I.317 0.033 0.0.32 6.929 1.381 0.062 0.057
Tyw CaaB~ 7.121 1.237 O.Ol3 0.0~2 7.811 0.029 0.001 0.001
VW Golf 3.173 d.N2 0.3t6 0.323 3.9I9 3.300 0.129 0.119
l~oc's De~t 7.719 0.2M1 0.00t 0.009 6.171 2.970 0.073 O.Ob6
MuN626 6.363 2.239 O.Op 0.036 7.837 0.008 0.000 0.000
ppd Vam 6.458 2.337 0.15~ O.IAI 7.1'R 0.660 0.021 0.019
F~y~.~ldos 7.zlz Llle o.am a.ole 7.39s o.79z o.ozs o.ou
Ndi 80 6.d30 2.331 0.133 O.Id2 6.716 1.933 O.OQi 0.033
gMW }~ 6.009 3.162 0.101 0.085 6.3t0 2.291 0.023 O.OId
Citroro XM 6.978 1.535 0.010 0.008 7.078 1.353 0.013 0.008
F'sl Gms 7.386 O.B22 0.003 0.006 3.330 7.901 O.D13 O.OU
Macdn 200 3.716 3.632 0.139 0.133 6.OID 3.190 0.001 0.028
BMW 7-eerin 6.171 2.996 0.0d0 0.019 3.193 1.616 0.031 0.002Table VII
Relauve Markups of Sclected Cars
for Base Specification
Belgium France Gemuny Iraly UK
Fiat Uno 0.13d Qi50 0.162 0.383 0.140
Ford Fksu 0.137 U.148 0.172 0.lSS 0.187
Nissan Micra 0.142 0.299 0.172 0.390 0.214
Renault S 0.137 0.176 0.136 0.141 0.134
Fiat Tipo 0.13J 0.143 0.139 0.340 O.I33
Ford Escon 0.134 0.142 0.138 0.136 0.174
Renault 19 0.141 0.200 O.144 0.144 0.136
ToyotaCorolla O.IS8 0.252 0.224 0.263 0.206
V W Golf 0.147 0. l66 0.193 0. l69 0. l48
Lancia Dedra 0.130 0.135 0.131 0.301 0.128
Mazda 626 0.145 0.250 0.210 0.236 0.189
Opel Vectra 0.137 0.138 O.ISS 0.134 0.166
Peugeot40S 0.148 0.202 0.148 0.143 0.157
Audi80 0.153 0.161 0.204 0.176 0.141
BMW 3-series 0.139 0.163 O.lfió 0.153 0.164
Citroen XM 0.147 0.188 0.159 0.147 0.139
Fiat Cruma 0.130 0.138 0.135 0.300 0.128
Mcrcedcs 200 O.I81 0.178 0.223 0.195 -
BMW 7-series 0.164 0.162 0.163 O.I93 0.229
Table VIII
Lemer-indices
for Nested Logit Specifications
Belgium Fnnce Germany Italy UK
Lerner-itdices
base 0.143 0.177 0.178 0.26g 0.167
p free 0.093 0. I 10 0,115 0,149 0.111
CV. 0.153 0.194 0140 0 310 0 263TABLE IV bis













Otber parameters appearing in demand equaáon
Fized Effects France '~' om
tive to ( l ro.zx~ (o.lrn re a






Foreign Firm '' ~ -0~
Disadvantage co.lm ro.osz)











Country of France I.m3 o.3s9











Std Dev of E)~, t.23a o.5z2TABLE IV bis (continued)





Other parameters appearing in pricing equauon
Fixed Effects France -0.aos -0.ola
(relative to ro.ow) ro.ow)






Forcign Firm o.oia o.ox9
Disadvantage (o.o19t ro.ol9)

























country-specific France 351.9 x9o.x
quota on au n) (3ro.9)






SId DeV Of m)m 0.135 0.137TABLE V bis
Least squares Estimates of Nested Logit Model
with Returns to Scale
515 observations
base p free c.v.
Parameters appearing in both demand and pricing equation
~ 0 -0.243 0
(O.Q24)
a 3.977 56.772 3.753
(0.t36) (13.219) (0.330)
o~ 0.770 0.722 0.783
(0.020) (0.020) (0.020)
al 0.192 0.086 0.20!
(0.059) (0.038) (0.059)
Other parameters appearing in demand equaáon
Fixed Effects France o.156 0.278 o.07S
(relative to (0.127) (o.lsó) (o.lz!1
Belgium) ~~any o.037 o.13s -o.oss
(0.130) (0.156) (0.125)
Italy 0.353 0.569 0.202
(0.127) (0.156) ( 0.120)
[JK 0.873 1.285 0.733
(0.128) (0.156) ( 0.120)
Foreign Firm -0.739 -0.836 -0.673
Disadvantage (0.099) (0.120) (0.095)
Technical Collstant -28.062 119.683 -29.221
Characteristics (5.746) (32.460) (5.614)
HP 1.276 2.239 1.163
(0.233) (0.249) (0.233)
Weight 0.572 t.484 0.341
(0.460) (0.341) (0.452)
Width 8.062 I1.733 7.953
(1.198) (1.468) (1.173)
Height 2.611 1.589 z.971
(0.833) ( 1.006) (0.817)
Country of France o.568 0.963 O.SaI
Origin (0.129) (0.158) ( 0.126)
Germany 1.165 1.677 1.083
(0.134) (0.161) ( 0.131)
Italy 0.366 0.582 0.351
(0.124) (0.154) ( 0.121)
UK 0.533 0.740 0.52a
(0.164) (0.203) (0.159~~
US 0.725 1.096 0.69E
(O.138) (0.171) (0.I35~~
Other 0.331 0.609 0.325
COUn[ry (0.114) (0.141) (0.1111TABLE V bis (continued)
Least Squares Estimates of Nested Logit Model
wi[h Returns to Scale
5t2 observations
~ ~ free c.v.
Other parameters appeazing in pricing equation
Fixed Effects France -0.oz2 -0.on .x.m
(relative to roo27t ro.o~st o-~aD
Belgium) ~~~y o.mt o.ms o.4vs
(o.omt ro.ozs) (o.tsat
Italy 0.103 0.105 0.558
(0.027) (0.026) (0.128)
U.K. o.14a o.1as o.7at
(o.oze) (o.ozó) ro~
Foreign Firm o.o4a o.oat 0.061
Disadvantage (0.020) (0.020) (0.018)
Remms tn scsle -0.034 -0.OSS -0.053
(0.005) (0.004) (0.005)
Technical Constant Z141 Zlsa Zt48
Charac[eiis[ics (0.261) (0.253) (0.259)
Hp 0.085 0.083 0.089
(0.005) (0.004) (0.005)
Wtight 0.389 0.365 0.377
(0.087) (0.082) (0.087)
Widtó 1.257 1.266 1.226
(0.145) (0.t40) (0.144)
Height -0.a15 -0.403 -0.399
(0.121) (0.118) (0.120)
Country of France o.t5o o.tss o.l~
Origin
(0.026) (0.026) (0.026)
Germany 0.280 0.280 0.278
(0.026) (0.026) (0.026)
Italy 0.080 0.080 0.083
(0.026) (0.026) (0.023)
U.K. o.osa o.os3 o.os8
(o.o3a) (o.o3a) ro.o3a)
U.S. o.t7o o.ln o.17s
(0.029) (0.028) (0.028)
Other O.t07 0.111 0.096
Country (0.027) (0.025) (0.027)
country- France 372.0 332.6 386.2
specific (250.1) (t92.8) (265.2)
quOta On ~rm~y 75.1 65.7 I33.2
Japanese firms (2t~,6) (20a.7) (260.4)
Ityly 430.4 491.7 364.2
(324.3) (248.4) (310.9)
UK zao.a tea.a zat.e
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